This paper presents image encoding and decoding technology in cluster rendering, and in particular to a method for parallel image encoding and decoding based on GPGPU. In this method, the codec and the transmission of the rendering result are performed by means of task division in the cluster rendering system and taking advantage of the parallel advantages of the cooperation between the CPU and the GPU. This method minimizes the codec and transmission overhead of images in the cluster rendering environment and solves the problem of performance impact caused by image encoding and decoding in the cluster rendering environment.
INTRODUCTION
High-fidelity rendering now has more and more applications, in the production of movie effects, realistic scene display and other fields have an important role. High-photorealistic rendering requires a high computational power, and if we have high rendering speed requirements, then the stand-alone rendering capabilities are no longer sufficient. This time we need to use cluster technology. 1, 2, 3 Cluster technology involves a very crucial technology is the image transmission between machines. Network transmission is an important factor affecting the cluster rendering system, especially high data volume image data transmission, to a certain extent, reduce the system's real-time. 4, 5, 6 Assuming that each pixel consists of three components of RGB, each component occupies 8 bits, that is, one byte. For a screen with a resolution of 1024 * 768, when the fps is 30, the size of image data to be transmitted per second is 1024 * 768 * 3 * 30Byte = 67.5MB! This has caused a great burden on the network bandwidth. It can be predicted that if the fps increases or the screen resolution increases, the network transmission will become the performance bottleneck of the cluster rendering system. To meet the actual needs of the premise, we must compress the image coding, to minimize the amount of data to be transmitted or stored. There are already many mature image encoding and decoding techniques. Which JPEG image encoding and decoding technology is a very wide range of applications. The JPEG standard defines three different encoding systems: a DCT-based lossy encoding system, an extended encoding system for greater compression of larger scales, and a lossless encoding system for lossy compression. 7, 8, 9 Traditional codecs are handled by the CPU. But the method itself consumes more time. In a cluster environment, if the real-time requirements, the method of time consumption will become the main factor affecting performance. So we have to find a faster method of image encoding and decoding. Currently NVIDIA's CUDA technology, we can solve our problem. CUDA A general-purpose parallel computing architecture that enables GPUs to solve complex computational problems. It contains the CUDA Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and the parallel computational engine inside the GPU. You can think of a GPU as a parallel data computing device that distributes and manages the calculations that are performed. It is based on the C language and can write programs that execute on a display chip directly in most familiar C languages without the need to learn specific instruction or special structure of the display chip. 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 JPEG three encoding system, the general first encoding system to use more and can meet most compression applications, on the other hand, because the third lossless encoding system is more complex and difficult to parallelize, so we use the first DCT-based coding algorithm.
The cluster rendering dynamically divides the rendering sub-task of each frame into all the rendering nodes. For each node, the rendering task it undertakes is part of the final rendering result. Since the current algorithm adopts the following basic strategies: The management machine divides the tasks either statically or dynamically and assigns them to each rendering node. Each node is uniquely assigned to a subtask. Each rendering node renders it according to its assigned task, and then sends back the rendering results To manage the machine, so as to form the last frame of the image. This algorithm assignment results in a serialized rendering and image compression / transfer, meaning that each node must render before compressing the rendering before it can be transmitted. When rendering the resulting image is very large resolution, or the management of the machine and the rendering node is very far away, and the network transmission takes more time, easily lead to a serious decline in rendering performance.
THE OVERVIEW OF ALGORITHM
The algorithm minimizes the encoding, decoding and transmission overhead of images in a cluster rendering environment through the task division mode while taking advantage of the parallel advantages of the CPU and the GPU. Solve the problem of performance impact caused by image codec and transmission in cluster rendering environment.
The following steps are included: 1) Divide the big tasks and divide them into independent sub-tasks; 2) Allocate each sub-task, each computer in the cluster will be assigned to some specific independent sub-tasks;
3) Each computer to be assigned to the sub-task were rendered, once a sub-task rendering is completed, then the sub-task rendering results to the idle GPU thread GPU thread image compression. After the compression is completed, the compression result is passed to the target machine. 4) When the target machine does not get the compressed result of a subtask, it will pass the result to an idle GPU thread for decompression, and then the result will be placed into the final result buffer after decompression is completed. 5) When the target machine gets the rendering results for all subtasks, the target result returns the final result. And return to step 1) to start the rendering of the next frame.
The method of this paper divides the task into independent subtasks and utilizes the high degree of parallelism and strong computing power of the GPU to effectively reduce the overhead caused by codec and transmission in the cluster environment and effectively improve the system performance. Its benefits are as follows: 1) through the task of division, you can effectively balance the amount of computation between different machines. This can be done easily with dynamic load balancing;
2) The granularity of subtask partition can be controlled, and the machines with weak computing ability can also be added to the cluster system, which can effectively improve the scalability of the system; 3) Through the sub-task of the sub-task flow, can effectively cover up the image processing time consumption; 4) By dividing sub-tasks, we have more flexibility in controlling the presentation of the final result;
5) The network transmission overhead is reduced due to the combination of the codec of the image. 
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILED DESCRIPTION
(1) We first task a rendering task. For example, our final rendering result is a 1920 *1080 frame, so we can divide this frame into 100 tasks at 192 * 108 and label each sub-task. If we are using 5 machines for collaborative rendering, then we assign these 100 subtasks to these five machines using a dynamic load balancing mechanism. When all five computing environments are similar, such as five machine configurations, the five machines are evenly scored to one-fifth of their tasks, that is, each machine is assigned to 20 sub-task modules.
(2) Each computer renders the assigned subtasks separately. Rendering is done on the GPU. Each rendering time, as long as each rendering node in accordance with thesub-rendering tasks, when rendering one of the sub-tasks, we use the CPU or free GPU thread to sub-tasks rendered image compression. The compressed subtask render result is immediately transmitted to the target node. This is the same as we are rendering, the calculation results are transmitted. After all the sub tasks on one machine are rendered, we transmit the result of the last subtask directly, which is equivalent to the transmission time of the entire network into the transmission time of a subtask. If the subtask is one-tenth of the original task on a machine, then the transmission time takes up about one-tenth the time overhead, which greatly reduces the time overhead of network transmission in the cluster. This greatly reduces the image transmission time, greatly improving the overall performance of the rendering. At the same time, the entire network bandwidth is reduced as we compress JPEG images.
One of the most important processes in this process is the use of free GPU threads to compress the subtasks that have been calculated. Although the common DCT-based JPEG image compression algorithm has a good compression effect, the algorithm can not meet the requirements for a highly real-time interactive cluster rendering system. Therefore, we use GPU technology to redesign the algorithm Meet fast real-time compression needs.
The main idea of GPU-based parallel real-time image compression algorithm is to check each step of the above JPEG compression algorithm coding process. If this step can be parallelized internally, parallel computation can be implemented on the GPU with CUDA C, and for the steps that could not be parallelized, The original CPU calculation. And then parallel compression and transmission at the same time, the rendering task execution, making compression, transmission and rendering at the same time, reducing image compression, transmission time overhead, maximize system parallelism and efficiency.
The use of GPU for image compression is mainly divided into the following steps: 1) color space conversion Since our original image data is RGB format, we first need to convert it to YCbCr color space, the specific conversion formula is as follows:
Y=0.29900*R+0.58700*G+0.11400*B-128; Cb=-0.16874*R-0.33126*G+0.50000*B; Cr=0.50000*R+0.41869*G-0.08131*B;
(1) Obviously, the conversion of each pixel is independent of each other, so you can use CUDA for maximum parallelism. CUDA Programming Guide suggested that each block is the best 64 to 256 threads, taking into account the JPEG standard, you can choose a 8 * 8 pixel size, so that each block has a total of 64 threads. The conversion, the first 64 RGB pixel values read into the CUDA shared memory area, and then each thread in order to calculate a pixel YCrCb value, and finally calculated YCrCb value stored in the global memory for the next kernel access . Since the subsequent DCT and quantization operations are independent of the individual components of YCrCb, they are also saved separately as separate one-dimensional contiguous arrays at save time.
2) DCT calculation 11 After the color space conversion is completed, the DCT calculation is followed. For N * N image blocks, the two-dimensional DCT is calculated as follows:
As can be seen from the above three equations, a two-dimensional DCT transform operation on a pixel is quite complicated, which limits the parallelism to a certain extent. For this purpose, the two-dimensional DCT transform can be split into multiple one-dimensional DCT transformations, The resolution is as follows: Because each row of one-dimensional DCT transform is independent of each other, each line can be calculated with a thread, so that 8 * 8 size DCT transform split into eight parallel threads. Each thread separately YCrCb component one-dimensional DCT transform, the specific formula is as follows:
The definition of which is the same as formula 4.
3)Quantify The quantization process is very simple, just divide each pixel in the 8 * 8 size block by the corresponding element value in the quantization table, and the value of the quantization table is affected by the compression quality coefficient set in the compression. In order to avoid the overhead of revisiting the global storage area, a kernel can be shared with the DCT calculation. Each thread continues to perform the quantization after completing a row of DCT transformation in 8 * 8 blocks. The calculated result value is saved back to the global memory area.
4)Huffman encoding
Huffman coding is a very efficient lossless compression algorithm, which encodes the variable length signal according to the frequency of the signal. The shorter the coding length corresponding to the higher frequency signal, the more Huffman coding can remove a large number of redundant I information, so as to achieve the effect of data lossless compression. The continuity of each pixel in the general image, there will be a lot of redundant information in the image, the Huffman coding of the image will have a very good effect. Huffman coding process can be roughly divided into four steps: statistical signal frequency information, the construction of Huffman tree, the construction of coding table, the actual coding.
In fact, the first three steps are not very feasible in terms of parallelism. Our method mainly parallels the last step, the actual encoding. The actual coding is divided into two stages, the first stage to assign a thread to each pixel by looking up the code table to get the code value, the second phase of the first phase of the code obtained by the combination of the various values. The second stage is actually a loop iterative process, the first iteration of the two signal coding connected together, and then each iteration of the new code value connected to the back.
(3) When the target machine did not get a sub-task of the compression result, then it will pass the result to the free GPU thread decompression, decompression process is the reverse of the compression process, we will also part of the extraction work to the GPU . After decompression is completed, the partial results into the final result buffer.
(4) When the target machine gets the calculation result of all the sub-tasks, the target machine concatenates all the sub-results to form the final result and displays the result on the screen. When a frame of image rendering ends, the target machine returns to step (1) to start the rendering of the next frame.
The method of the present paper has two major advantages over other image transmission methods in a cluster rendering system. First, the time overhead of this method is much smaller than the traditional method. Secondly, the network bandwidth occupation of this method is also much smaller. Therefore, using this method, the overall performance of the cluster rendering system has been greatly improved.
